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About This Game

Glory and adventure await as you return to save ancient Egypt from certain doom in Luxor: Amun Rising. The sequel to the
runaway hit game, you must defeat the rebellious princes of Megiddo before they overthrow the pharaoh and plunge the two

lands into chaos! Once again, the challenge will not be an easy one as you battle through 88 awesome, all-new levels. You must
use your mystical winged scarab to destroy the approaching colored spheres. Stop them all before they can reach the pyramids at

the ends of the paths� or all of Egypt is doomed!

88 explosive new levels
All new quest map of Egyptian locations
Exciting new Scorpion power-up
3 difficulty levels for players of different skill sets
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Lol not worth the money.

. mainly played on console, has always been a good game, will always been a good game highly reccomended. Mix of a
bomberman and stealth game. Not so long but pretty fun for a while. Recommended (especially when it's on sale).. Game still
has potential; as an avid sports gamer I loved the concept of playing CFL; just wish there was a season or league play. Otherwise
the Developers are on the right track. I was not expecting Madden quality right off the bat. Just was released too soon. I will be
watching.. This is a superior version of the 3DS port that came to the United States. Runs at 60fps and has a good online time
ranking infrastructure. The Umihara Kawase games have such a wonderful feel and at 15 bucks this one is a steal (it originally
retailed for 30 on the 3DS). I've always loved exploring and rubbering around in the surreal Umihara Kawase worlds and I'm so
happy that this and apparently the other ones are coming to Steam. The truth is, Umihara and I are best friends in real life. We
got on adventures together and she shares her best sushi recipes with me. Game refused to recognise success at lvl 37, so
progress was impossible.. pretty good game. Good but the devs havent updated the game in 2 years and they call it a complete
game.

Pros
-Fun,wacky and gory
-you can control units
-you can play soccer (lol)
-you get to use tons of fun creatures such as yeti,t-rex,mages,swordsman,tanks and jeeps
-you can make walls with crates and explode people with barrels
-Best part is using weapons like miniguns and attaching them to creatures

Cons
 -Only 10-30 hours of fun in this game
-not worth the price
-game gives you really bad flashes because of how glitchy everything is
-better options (tabs and heck even uebs is better than this)
-not enough unit varity
-devs don't update

Sure its fun but the campaign can be completed in 2 hours and it get boring because most of the units are similiar.. Meh. Not
enough players, a 20 dollar game, shaky mechanics..... I'll pass.. only 5 out of the games play i get almost to the end
then it crashes for what i paid not worth it steam stop putting crap games on
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Nice game, specially for free! Would buy a longer story for sure!. I thought the foil badge would be something really cool but
it's (s)not.. I was very unimpressed by the weapons in this game. The devs reuse assets from real guns in Sniper Elite 4 but the
stats are now completely wrong. The Mannichler Carcano for instance, is obviously a bolt action rifle but the one in this pack is
a semi-auto. I can't understand why they put so little effort into the weapons but still made them wrong.

Also, selling the game in pieces is some BS. "DLC" like this which is obviously just some weapons that were hacked out of the
game before launch is disgusting.. A simple game of polyhedron genocide in a 3-dimensional setting. The learning curve is odd,
but you eventually learn all you need to know and take off.

Plus, I got it on sale for -$1.51! A total 151% off! How can I NOT give a game this cheap a 10/10?. Just got done playing this
game with my younger sister. Was a lot of fun, good puzzles and we had a lot of laughs playing this. I would love for this game
to have more levels because we both did not want to stop playing. This game had a very "Portal" type feel to it and I would
highly recomend this game for anyone and any age, especially playing with younger siblings.. Not that great. For a bullet hell
game the hitboxes are hard to judge and deaths don't feel justified. Although it is cheap, not really worth it.. good game lots of
fun
. I like the concept but the game is far too short for 10 quid.. It was a really good adventure game. I loved the first game, the
second one was a bit buggy but this time they nailed it. Great animations, good story and fun dialogs. I definitely recommend it..
Jump, Jump, Jump, J.... \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this...
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